
Quilter’s Dream  
Quilter’s Dream is our preferred batting. We find the quality consistent and get reliable results. We feel it is the best value for 
your money. It comes in a wide range of fiber contents and types. You are sure to find a batting to meet your needs. 

Quilters Dream 80/20 
Quilters Dream 80/20 is a blend of 80% high grade long staple USA cotton fiber paired with 20% fine denier poly microfiber. It has 
low shrinkage and no scrims, glues or other binders. May be machine washed and dried with cool water and cool dryer. 

Quilters Dream Orient 
Quilters Dream Orient Batting is a blend of Bamboo, Tussah silk, strong Tencel® and soft stable Cotton. Dream Orient’s natural 
environmentally friendly fibers are blended, carded, cross-lapped and finely needle punched for softness, strength, warmth and 
breathability. It has a beautiful soft drape. May be machine washed and dried with cool water and cool dryer. 

Quilters Dream Wool 
Dream Wool is made with scoured and washed domestic & fine Merino wool fibers. The fibers are blended, carded, cross-lapped & 
thermally bonded. The wool is scoured and super-washed for superior cleanliness and to eliminate shrinkage and felting. It has a 
soft drape. May be Machine Washed and Dried on cold setting without shrinkage. To prevent losing the beautiful loft – avoid 
ironing or using heat.  

Quilters Dream Cotton 
Quilters Dream Cotton Batting is 100% cotton batting! It is made with the finest quality long staple USA cotton.  The cotton fibers 
are mechanically cleaned (no chemicals) and then specially carded, cross-lapped and needle punched for unmatched consistency 
and strength. No scrim, resin, or glue – just 100% pure natural cotton. It is strong yet exceptionally soft. Your finished quilt may 
be machine washed and dried.  

Quilters Dream Cotton Lofts:  Available in four lofts. 

• Request Loft:  Request is a lightweight and consistent loft developed especially for hand quilters and is ideal for fine 
micro-stitching. Request is also lovely to use on your domestic sewing machine. Can be used on the longarm when 
floating the top. Excellent for light-weight summer quilts, baby quilts, wearables and all hand quilted projects. Very 
popular for table runners and placemats.  

• Select Loft:  The most popular loft – versatile for both hand and machine quilting with a soft lovely drape. The perfect 
mid-weight batting for most quilting projects, quilts and wearables. Available in both Natural and White Cotton. 

• Deluxe:  Provides added warmth and weight offering extra emphasis for your quilting design. Great for machine quilting 
weighty quilts, wall hangings, bags, craft projects and much more. Available in Natural Cotton. 

• Supreme:  A hefty, very warm, and dense batting that has 1/2 pound of cotton per square yard! Great for machine 
quilting special projects that require extra thickness, weight, and volume. Excellent for very weighty quilts, crafts, wall 
hangings. 

Quilters Dream Angel 
Heavenly Batting made 100% of Flame-Retardant Fibers 

Dream Angel Flame Retardant Quilt Batting is made of fibers that are specially engineered to be inherently flame retardant. The 
fibers are designed not to melt or flow when in contact with flame. The fibers are inherently flame-retardant with no chemical 
coatings and no PBDEs. Dream Angel Batting can be machine washed and dried and will not lose the flame-retardant quality. 
Dream Angel was tested by an independent laboratory and meets both international standards and the Technical DRAFT CAL 
604*. The finished quilt may be machine washed & dried.  

Quilters Dream Poly 
Quilters Dream Poly is not polyester batting as usual! The production of Microfibers (very fine denier, high-quality polyester fibers) 
is one of the biggest breakthroughs in polyester. In Quilters Dream Poly Batting there are over 60 million microfibers per pound 
(other polyester batts average only 5 million fibers per pound.) It has a very soft hand, exceptional drape, breathability and 
comfort which surpasses all other polyester quilt battings. You will feel the difference! Dream Poly fibers are blended, carded, 
cross-lapped and needle punched with unique processing that eliminates the need for resins, glue or scrims stabilizers; allowing 
your needle to glide smoothly through our fine batting. It is warm and breathable. No scrim, resin or glues so that your quilt 
remains soft and quilts beautifully. Your finished quilt may be machine wash and dried. May dry clean.  

Quilters Dream Poly Lofts: Available in three lofts. 

• Request Poly:  Thinnest loft. A lightweight and consistent batting developed especially for hand quilters – ideal for fine 
micro-stitching with an exceptional drape. Handle gently to create lovely domestic machine quilts. Can be used on the 
longarm when floating the top. Exceptional for light-weight quilts, summer quilts, and wearables. Available in white. 



• Select Poly: Midloft. Our most popular loft – versatile for both hand and machine quilting with a soft lovely drape. The 
perfect batting for most quilting projects, mid-weight quilts, modern quilts and wearables. Available in white 
and midnight black. 

• Deluxe Poly: Weighty loft. Provides superb warmth and weight offering extra emphasis for quilting. Great for machine 
quilting weighty quilts, wall hangings, bags, and craft projects. Available in white. 

Quilters Dream - Dream Black 
Dream Black is a beautiful true black quilt batting – that enhances the integrity, richness, and warmth of vivid and dark fabrics 
and… ‘quilts like a dream’. Dream Black Poly is a rich black batting that is wonderful with dark and bright colored fabrics. It is 
highly recommended for use with all black fabrics. It also is excellent with red, maroon, brown, green, navy and other deep and 
vivid fabric colors. Dream Black’s fine denier black fibers are permanently colorfast and impart a lovely soft hand and exceptional 
drape to your quilt. The fine denier fibers imitate the look, feel and breathability of natural fibers. Available in Select loft, perfect 
for both hand and machine quilting. You can gently machine wash and dry your finished quilt. 

Quilters Dream Green 
Dream Green is a soft, cozy batting made 100% from recycled plastic bottles! Dream Green meets the highest standards of quality, 
function, and performance. Your needles will glide through this unique eco-friendly batting. Finished quilt may be machine-washed 
and dried with little to no shrinkage. Dream Green is wrinkle-resistant. 

Each pound of Dream Green Batting keeps 10 plastic bottles out of our landfills. Dream Green has been carded, cross lapped and 
needle-punched for uniformity, strength, and resiliency. There is no scrim or resins yet you can stitch up to 12” apart! Utilizing 
eco-efficient recycling Quilters Dream has developed a wonderful quilt batting that truly accomplishes the meaning of “green.” 

GREEN FACTS: Studies show that the energy saved by recycling a single plastic bottle – as compared to producing a new one 
from scratch – is enough to power a single 60-watt bulb for six hours. The amount of petroleum saved annually by using post-
consumer bottles instead of virgin materials in the manufacturing process is enough to supply power to a city the size of Atlanta 
for an entire year! It is reported the process of recycling plastic bottles results in a 66% reduction of energy consumption, nearly 
90% reduction of water usage and reduction of carbon dioxide by 2.5 times. 

Quilters Dream Pink 
Quilters Dream Pink is an 80/20 Dream Batting made with pink poly micro fibers to support breast cancer. Quilters Dream Batting 
donates 10% of the wholesale sale of Dream Pink to late stage metastatic breast cancer research. Our pink poly micro fibers are 
extruded pink so the color will not run or bleed, and the pink fibers lend a fabulous blush pink coloring to batting. 

Dream Pink is made with 80% high grade long staple USA cotton fiber blended with 20% fine denier pink poly microfiber for a 
soft, silky batting that drapes beautifully and breathes well. The long staple cotton fiber reduces shrinkage and adds stability so 
that the stitches can be up to 8” apart. The poly microfibers add a loft and resistance to creases/wrinkles. There are no scrims, 
glues, or other binders to resist the needle, so this fine batting can be hand or machine quilted with ease. 

Hobbs Tuscany Batting 
While we no longer use Hobbs Heirloom, we do occasionally use Hobbs Tuscany in either the Cotton/Wool or 100% Wool fiber 
contents. 

Both provide quilters with a batting that has few if any wrinkles or creases, and a wonderful loft. 

• Tuscany Cotton/Wool Batting 

• Tuscany 100% Wool Batting 
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